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WASHINGTON

PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD
October 4, 197 4

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Presidential Clemency Board

FROM:

Richard Tropp / (
Special Counsel

T

SUBJECT: Guidelines on Categorization of Cases and on
Application of Mitigating and Aggravating Factors

I.

V{hy establish guidelines at all? Why not just evolve substantive
rules as the Board proceeds to consider individual cases?

*

*
~(

Need for public certainty on how the Board will treat
applicants, in order to 1naximize number of people who
seek clemency. The longer there is ambiguity about what
criteria the Board will apply in disposition of applications,
the longer are potential applicants likely to delay their
petition or to ignore the clemency program altogether.
Need to maxhnize public perception of fairness of the
program, among potential criti~s as well as potential
applicants.
Desirability of ensuring equity in the way similarly
situated applicants are treated. Desirability of preempting legal clailns of unequal protection.

:{{ Law of procedural due process suggests necessity for notice
to applicant of basis on which he will be judged.
:{~

Necessity to ensure consistency with which large staff will
treat potentially high percentage of cases which may never
rise to consideration by the Board, and to ensure that staff
dispositions f<?llow policy articulated by the Board.
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*

II.

Establishment of substantive rules now need not preempt
later addition of new categories, and new mitigating or
aggravating factors, as hard cases fall between the cracks
of the initial guidelines and come up to the Board for
'decision.

What.are the remedies available to the Board?
'0: • f,

j.)t {}..:.

The Board has two decisions to make with respect to any ~e:,j~
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--Should the applicant perform alternative service and,
if so, how much?
--Should clemency take the form of
I

(1) commytE-tion of sentence, or

(2) pardon (civilian) or clemency discharge (military), or
(3) both.
There are, then, conceptually at least seven possible remedies
available to the Board:
(1) unconditional commutation of sentence
(2) commutation conditioned upon completion of alternative
service
(3) unconditional pardon or clemency discharge
(4) pardon or clemency discharge conditioned upon completion of alternative service
(5) unconditional commutation and unconditional pardon/ clemency
discharge
(6) commutation and pardon/ clemency dis charge both conditioned
upon completion of alternative service

(7) unconditional commutation of sentence, with provision
that completion of specified amotmt of alternative service
will lead to pardon or clemency discharge.

-

.
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Although not within the scope of remedies provided the Board
by the Proclamation and the Executive Order, two further options
legally are available to the Board for clemency directed at military
applicants:
(8). recommendation of upgrading of discharge to a service's

discharge review board, and transmission to it of a
Board record of fact-finding upon which such re«o1nmendation is based
'~·

..

,

(9) recommendation of upgrading of discharge directly to

the President, based upon a Board record of factfinding.
One can imagine two contexts within which the Board might choose
to exercise option 8 or 9:
--consensus among Board me1nbers that the practical effect
of a clemency discharge is equal to or worse than that of
an w1desirable discharge, and that a clemency discharge
really is not "clemency" at all within the President 1 s intent;
or
--a finding that an undesirable or punitive discharge was
improperly imposed in a particular case, or that mitigating
factors were insufficiently considered in a particular case,
·with the consequence that the individual involved 11 deserves 11
a discharge superior to a cle1nency discharge.
The Board is empowered by the Executive Order establishing it
to provide clemency to individuals discharged from the military after
conviction of one of the specified offenses, and to individuals convicted,
not discharged, and under confinement. The Board is not, however.
empowered to provide clemency to convicted but non -confined servicemen who were not discharged or who chose to remain within the service,
whether or not those individuals had previously served a sentence under
confinement. The anomaly, then, is that this latter class of servicemen
may be burdened with records more damaging than those of individuals
eligible for clemency, even though the behavior of members of this latter
class may have been superior to that of individuals who were discharged.

- 4If the Board should decide to address this seeming inequity 1
it may choose another option not within the scope of remedies
explicitly provided to it:
{10) recommendation to the services, to the Secretary of
Defense, or to the President that the records of convicted servicemen who remain within the military be
modified in exactly the same way as they would,b~ if
those servicemen were granted a clemency dis~~arge
replace an undesirable or punitive discharge.
'
ill.
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A threshold jurisdictional question: Will the Board take applications from those not yet convicted, in order to establish its
jurisdiction over them once they are convicted or discharged?

The Board is empowered, by section 2 of its establishing
Executive Order, to take jurisdiction of the cases of those who
--have been convicted of violation of the specified
sections of law, or have received a punitive or
undesirable discharge consequent upon violation of
the specified articles of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice, with respect to acts committed between
August 4, 1964 and March 28, 1973, and
--have applied for Executive clemency prior to January 31,
1975.
It is specified that the acts of violation of law must have taken
place between particular dates, and that the application must be in by
a particular date, but it is not specified that a conviction or discharge
must have transpired either between particular dates or before a
particular date.
Depending upon one's interpretation of the expressions 11 have been
convicted'' and "have received punitive or undesirable discharges",
then, it is possible that the Board will have within its jurisdiction the
class of all persons who committed the specified violations of law between
8/4/64 and 3/28/73, but who were not convicted as of September 16-including those not yet convicted- -provided that those unconvicted or
nondischarged persons submit applications for clemency prior to
January 31.

- 5 It is possible that anyone who is now a non-convicted fugitive
draft evader or a nondischarged deserter may choose to file an
application for clemency before January 31 prior to his conviction or
discharge, in order to ensure that the Board will have jurisdiction over
his clemency plea even if his conviction or discharge occurs after
January 31. That individual, currently within the jurisdiction of the
Justice Department or of the Defense Department under the Proclamation,
may seek to thereby remove himself from such jurisdiction and to
guarantee, instead, that his plea for clemency will be hea~u by this
...
Board.
1

~

Should the Board decide to take jurisdiction over such applications,
it will be in a strong position to affect the manner in which Justice
and Defense make their decisions on imposition and length of alternative
service. If the Board's conception of clemency comes to differ
markedly from that of either Justice or Defense, it may want to
exercise this lever in order to permit currently non-convicted and nondischarged supplicants an alternative forum for their pleas, and in
order to moderate the decisions of one or both of the Departments.
On the other hand, the Board 1 s taking of jurisdiction over such

applications would clearly permit a forum-shopping process which may
undermine the role that was contemplated by the Proclamation for the
tWo Departments in the clemency program.
Whether the Board 1 s instinct now is that it probably will or
probably will not want to interpret its jurisdiction to include timely
applications submitted by individuals not convicted or discharged prior
to September 16, there are arguments for,making the decision either
way sooner rather than later:
\

--If the Board will want to take such jurisdiction, then quick
public articulation of that position \Vill maximize the number
of potential applicants for clemency whose decision will be
affected by the Board's position, and will maximize the
Board's leverage over the way that Justice and Defense
conduct their share of the clemency program. The two
Departments will be equally antagonized whether the
decision is made now or later.

- 6 --If the Board will not want to take such jurisdiction, then it
is best to articulate that position before an application of
someone convicted or dis charged after September 16 is submitted. Once an application is submitted, the Board will
appear ungenerous in denying the supplicant relief by refusing to take jurisdiction; there are bound to be news
stories about the extent to which the Board intends to be
"clement". If the decision not to take jurisdiction,GVer
that class of cases is made now, it can be articula,;~a in
the form of an interpretation of the words "have been" and
••have received" in the Executive Order, and that interpretation can be issued as one sentence in a several-page
set of substantive guidelines.
IV.

What are possible alternative categories within which the Board
may choose to treat individuals egually, subject to the application
of mitigating and aggravating factors?
A.

Categorization by Sentence Status

(1) Given suspended sentence or discharged from military
without sentence
·~-

(2) Sentenced to probation
(3). Sentenced to incarceration or judicially-imposed alternative service- -absconded before or during .imprisonment
(4) Sentenced to incarceration or judi.cially-imposed alternative
service --currently serving
(5) Sentenced to incarceration- -out on parole
(6) Sentenced to incarceration--sentence completed

Possible rules which the Board may choose to apply to these
categories are:
(i) No applicant shall be required by the Board, as a condition
of his receipt of clemency, to perform alternative service
for a period exceeding the length of sentence which has been
imposed by a judge.

.'
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(ii) Length of alternative service imposed will be measured
against the base of
--sentence imposed by a judge, minus time served
. in the military, reduced pursuant to findings of
mitigating factors in individual cases~
or

'';(. t.
'~~'

..

or

--a specified time period (18 months, or 24 months,
12 months), reduced pursuant to findings of mitigating
factors in individual cases,
or
--zero, absent findings of aggravating factors in
individual cases.
(iii) The "base 11 against which length of alternative service shall
be measured will be reduced by
--one day less alternative service for every day of
an incarceration sentence already completed,
and
..: ,.one day less of alternative service for every day of
honorable military service already rendered.
Alternatively, the Board may decide that a day of incarceration~
or a day in m.ilitary service (particularly combat), or both,
are more onerous than a day of alternative service, and that
2 days --or 4 days, or a week-- of alternative service shall be
subtracted from the base for every day spent incarcerated,
or in the military, or in combat.
(iv} No applicant shall be worse off, with respect to time com.mitment or to quality of discharge, under the clemency program
than a similarly situated person would have been prior to
September 16.

- 8 Thus if the typical military treatment of a
particular type of deserter prior to the
Proclamation was to simply give him an
undesirable discharge, then perhaps he
should not now be required to render any
alternative service as a condition of receiving
a clemency discharge.
';,

...

Assuming the adoption of rules. (i) and (iv), measut'ement of
length of alternative service against the base of sentence _imposed
by a judge (not 18 months, or 0 months, or any other specified
period), and a one -for -one trade -off between days of alternative
service and days of incarceration sentence already completed and
honorable military service already rendered, the disposition of the
6 categories listed by sentence status would be:
Categories 1, 2, 5, + 6: no alternative service as condition
of commutation or pardon.
Categories 3 and 4: alternative service not exceeding the
length of sentence, minus sentence time already served
and time in honorable military service already rendered,
provided that, in the case of a military applicant, length
of alternative service may be further reduced in order to
equalize his treatment with what it would have been prior
to September 16.
So far, our categorization enables us to proceed completely on the
basis of a tiny portion of an applicant's file, with no need for fact-finding
as to motivation or any other variable. If indeed the Board adopts categorization on the basis of sentence status, the large majority of cases
will fall within categories 1, 2, 5, and 6, and disposition of those cases
will not require either extensive exan"l:ination of files or a personal
appearance. Disposition of all cases within those four categories will
be immediate.
B.

Categorization by Fairness of Prior Judicial
or Military Administrative Disposition

Assuming that most applications will be decided entirely upon the
basis of sentence status~ there still remain those cases within sentence
categories 3 and 4: those who have been sentenced to incarceration or to
judicially-imposed alternative service and who either absconded before or
during service of sentence or are currently serving out an uncompleted
sentence.
~;;.,, ·
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- 9 The Board will want to treat applicants with similar sentence
statuses differently, depending upon the Board's perception of the
fairness and propriety of prior judicial or military administrative
disposition. The Board may wish to provide unconditional clemency,
notwithstanding sentence status, to the following categories of
applicants:
Draft Evaders
(1) In Welsh v. United States (1970), the Supreme Court held...
that applicants for conscientious objector status need no
longer show that they believe in a Supreme Being, but
rather that philosophical opposition to war--as long as it
is opposition to all wars, and not just to a particular one
deemed unjust--is sufficient to justify a claim of
conscientious objection. Because the Court's decision
was prospective in application and not at all retrospective,
those who would have met the Welsh standard prior to 1970
were denied redress. The Board may wish to consider
blanket unconditional commutation and pardons to all
applicants who had unsuccessfully claimed C. 0. status
prior to Welsh, and whose record clearly shows that they
would have met the C. 0. criteria had they applied after
Welsh.
(2) More broadly, the Board may wish to tender unconditional
clemency to all applicants who can show~ that they met
the Welsh standard prior to their induction or draft evasion,
even though no record exists of their having claimed C. 0.
status. There will be some case~ of people who knew that
they did not qualify for a C. 0. prior to Welsh because they
did not believe in a Supreme Being, and therefore did not bother
to apply and to establish a record, but .who would have been
eligible for a C. 0. after Welsh.
(3) Those who were punitively reclassified for civilian antiwar
activities, and pursuant to that punitive reclassification illegally
inducted. Gutknecht v. United States (1969) prospectively barred
punitive reclassifications and punitive inductions, but--like
Welsh--did not reach the problems of those who had been
punitively recla,ssified and inducted prior to the Court's
decision.

- 10 (4) Those who were improperly denied claims for exemption as
a C. 0., other exemption, or deferment, by reason of
procedural failure on the part of their Selective Service
Board or of a state or national director of Selective
·Service. Denial of a claim may have been procedurally
·defective by reason of Selective Service 1 s failure to provide
reasons for denial, of failure to advise applicants of their
administrative appellate rights, or for a host of qther
'' ..
reasons.
,.-· •·
(5) Those who can establish that they were given incorre'ct
advice respecting Selective Service regulations by Selective
Service employees and relied on such advice as the basis
for what would later be labeled their act of draft evasion.
Deserters

..

(6) Those who were improperly denied claims for C. 0. status
while in the military, by reason of substantive or procedural
failure, including their reliance with respect to their C. 0.
claim upon incomplete, misleading, or incorrect advice given
by chaplains, military legal counsellors, or other military
employees. Also those who can establish that their failure
to apply for a C. 0. was based upon reliance upon such advice.

(7) Those who deserted subsequently to, and because of, an order
reasonably believed to be unlawful.
(8) Those who deserted subsequently to, and because of, punitive,
inequitable, or otherwise improper behavior on the part of a
superior officer, including racial or ethnic provocation or
discrimination, and including punitive treatment by reason
of their opposition to the Vietnam War •.
(9) In-service conscientious objectors whose records disclose a

claim that their military assignment was in violation of 1nilitary
regulations for C. 0. s or that their treatment by their commander
otherwise violated religious rights protected for in-service
C. 0. s under military law.

r•

- 11 (10) Those whose desertion was prompted by family hardship,

where a request for hardship discharge, compassionate
reassignment, or emergency leave was improperly denied
or hindered.
(11) Those whose desertion was prompted by family hardship,

and who would have applied for hardship discharge, compassionate reassignment, or emergency leave l(Pf for their
reliance upon incomplete, misleading, or incorrect advi<?e
given by military chaplains, legal counsellors, or other·
military employees. Also those who would have applied for
hardship discharge or compassionate reassignment but for
demonstrable ignorance at the time of their right to apply
and of the procedure for application.
(12) Those whose absence or desertion was caused by incarcera-

tion by a U.S. or foreign court.
The rationale for provision of unconditional clemency- -including
pardon and, to the extent possible, expungement of record--to applicants
who fall within these categories is that they never should have received
a bad record in the first place. These categories are not based upon
qmsiderations of generosity, but rather of equity. Applicants within
these categories 1nay be conceived as deserving the redress of clemency,
not as ~eing the recipients of an act of grace based upon a finding of
mitigating factors.
Administratively, applications within most of these categories
will require fact-finding based upon careful examination of the whole
file, and some of the categories require reliance upon additional
information not in the file. Categories 1, 9, 10, and 12 should,however,
be susceptible of decision upon the basis of quick scrutiny of the file,
and many cases within categories 4 and 6 will also be susceptible to such speedy
disposition.
C.

Subcategorization by Mitigating Factors

Having made available unconditional clemency to most potential
applicants on the basis of their sentence status, and having screened
out from alternative service many of the rest on the basis that their
prior judicial or 1nilitary administrative disposition was unfair or improper, the Board is left with an indetern~inate minority of potential
applicants who will presumably be required to render some alternative
service as a condition of receipt of clemency.
,_,..,.. 'fOR"'
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- 12 Even within this category of applicants, the Board may want to
grant unconditional clemency, or a reduced period of alternative service,
upon a finding of presence of one or more of the following mitigating
factors:
Draft Evaders and Deserters
(1) Those who applied for conscientious objector statiis' and,
although that claim was properly denied and they ,d.Q. not
fit under the Welsh retroactive category, have established
a record of their sincere religious or philosophical objection
to engaging incombat in Indochina. In particular, those
who violated Selective Service law after having received
and rejected a Selective Service deferment on the ground
that they were entitled to C. 0. status instead of the
deferment received.
(2) Those who have failed to establish such a record, but can
now show that their draft evasion or desertion was in whole
or in substantial part motivated by religious or philosophical
opposition to their engaging in combat in Indochina.
(3) Those who can show that their employment since conviction
or discharge has been to the public benefit.
Deserters
(4) Those who were on their second or subsequent tour of
service in Indochina.
(5) Those who deserted while in the war zone, but not in
combat.
(6) Those who had been in military service for more than
two years.
(7) Those who had seen combat for more than a specified continuous period, or whose unit 1 s combat losses were high,
a!ld thereby presumptively were under unusual mental stress.
(8)

Those wounded i.n combat.

- 13 {9) Those who had received decorations for unusual courage

and performance in combat.
(10) Those who had applied prior to desertion for hardship
discharge, compassionate reassignment, or emergency
leave by reason of family hardship, although there is
nothing in the record indicating that the claim was improperly denied.
,~···
'-;,· t.

(11) Those whose desertion was prompted by family harcfship·,.·
including death, receipt of a "Dear John 11 letter, and perception of need to assist family in economic distress,
whether or not desertion was preceded by application for
a hardship discharge, compassionate reassignment, or
emergency leave.
(12) Those for whom evidence exists that desertion was
associated with acute mental or physical illness or
distress.

.....

(13) Those who can show that they lacked sufficient mental
capacity to appreciate that they were violating the law,
or that they were erroneously convinced by others that
they were not violating the law. IQ under 75 shall constitute presumption of lack of sufficient mental capacity.
(14) Those who deserted subsequently to, and because of,
racial or ethnic provocation or discrimination by their
peers or by civilians in the surrounding environment.
(15) Those who were initially inducted under Project 100, 000
after failure to meet the intellectual, emotional or other
standards for induction, and who therefore were accepted
by the military services with foreknowledge that they
were especially poor risks.
D.

Subcategorization by Aggravating Factors

Assuming that an applicant is otherwise eligible for unconditional
clemency or for clemency conditioned upon limited alternative service,
the Board may want to d.eny clemency altogether, or to impose the
maximum period of alternative service, upon a finding of presence of
one or more of the following aggravating factors:

- 14 (1} Applicant has made a false statement to the Board.

(2) Applicant has used force collaterally to his desertion,
AWOL, or mis -ship.
·.

(3) Applicant has deserted from his unit during combat, with
consequent peril to other members of his unit.
,.~·

V.

..

Conclusion: What Are3 the Decisions Which the Board'Has
to Make?
/

... '

{1) Will the Board establish substantive guidelines, or proceed
to disposition of cases without them?

(2) Will the Board choose to exercise all of the remedies available to it? If not all, which ones?
{3) Will the Board take applications from those not yet convicted,
in order to establish jurisdiction over them once they are
convicted or discharged?
(4) Will the Board initially examine cases categorized by sentence
status, . or under another criterion?
{5) If initial categorization will be by sentence status, what will
be the rules on the basis of which length of alternative
service is decided?
(a) Will the Board adopt the rule that no applicant
shall be required to perform alternative service
for a period exceeding the length of sentence which
has been imposed by a judge?
(b) Will the Board measure length of alternative service

against the base of length of sentence imposed by a
judge, or against a specified time period which is
the sa1ne for all applicants?
(c) Will a requirement of alternative service be reduced
by one day or more for each day of an incarceration
sentenc~ already completed?

- 15 (d) Will a requirement of alternative service be
reduced by one day or more for each day of
honorable military service already rendered?
For each day in combat?
(e) Will the Board adopt the rule that no applicant will
be worse off, with respect to time commitment
or to quality of discharge, under the clem~ncy
program than a similarly situated person !~buld
have been prior to September 16?
(6) Will the Board provide unconditional clemency to several
categories of applicants who have been subject to unfair or
procedurally or substantively improper prior judicial or
military administrative disposition?
(7) Which mitigating factors will the Board choose to take notice
of? Upon a finding of presence of one or more mitigating
factors, will the Board grant unconditional clemency or a
reduced period of alternative service? Will mitigating
factors be additive?

··.~

(8) Which aggravating factors will the Board choose to take
notice of? Will a finding of presence of one or more of them
bar a grant of clemency, or will it lead to increase in the
period of alternative service required? Will aggravating
factors be additive?
.-. .
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For immediate release

PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD REVIEWS CASES

Washington, D. C ••••••

The Presidential Clemency Board met on

October 23rd and 24th and reviewed 60 cases of individuals furloughed

from federal prisons.

Tentative decisions were made on each of the cases.

Within this group,

the Board has received indications of interest in pursuing the Clemency
Program but has deferred final action to allow each individual an opportunity
to submit a personal statement concerning his case.

Beyond this, the Board has received approximately 560 applications from
people interested in the Clemency Program and is forwarding to them
appropriate information kits.

...

PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD REVIEWS CASES

2-2-2-

Regarding military cases, the Clemency Board has just begun to receive
records it believes are necessary for the preparation of case files.

The Presidential Clemency Board convenes again on Wednesday, October 30th.
At that time the Members hope to be able to make some definitive judgments
on the cases reviewed this week, based on the detailed information they
expect to receive.

The meeting will take place at 9:00AM in Room 459

of the Old Executive Office Building, Washington, D. C.
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""""""u""~ENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 27, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN O. MARSH
SUBJECT:

Attached Information Memorandum
For the President

Attached for your information is a copy
of the memorandum I have submitted
to the President concerning the impact
of the Presidential Clemency Board's
public information campaign.

~.~. ~. ~-W'-.

Charles E. Goodell
Chairman
Attachment

PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD
THE WHITE HOUSE

INFORMATION

WASHINGTON

January

2.7~

1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

CHARLESE. GOODELL

SUBJECT:

The Impact of the Presidential Clemency Board's
Public Information Campaign

Recent Developments in Board Applications
The number of Presidential Clemency Board Applications has risen
sharply since our public information campaign began on January 6.
In less than three weeks, our total number of civilian and military
applications has more than tripled. If our current application rate
continues through the end of January, our final total will be over five
times the January 7 total. In fact 10 our application rate is rising daily~
so the final total may be even higher.
Civilian
applicants

Military
applicants

Total

through January 7:

317

636

953

through January 2.7:

978

1949

2.92.7

1500

3500

5000

projected through the
current deadline:
',.

This surge is particularly striking when one considers how much the
Board's application rate had tapered off in late December and early
January. In the two weeks before January 7 10 we received only 11
applications; in the two weeks thereafter~ we received 12.17. We are
now receiving applications at the bi-weekly rate of 2.500. The Board's
previous high for a two-week period was about 160 in early November.
This two-hundredfold increase in the rate of applications is illustrated
in the attached bar chad. Similarly, while we once had just 5 or 10
inquiries daily, we received almost 500 letters and telephone inquiries
during each of the last several days. The change has been that sudden
and dramatic.
#
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Factors Contributing to the Increased Rate of Applications
While the upcoming January 31 deadline may be one factor contributing
to the Board's surge in applications, I am convinced that our public
information campaign is the decisive factor. Since January 6, we
have done the following:
{I) We have mailed over 7 ~ 000 application kits to
draft offenders. The low number of
undelivered envelopes indicates that as many as
6~ 000 kits have been delivered.
convi~ted

(2) We have distributed public service announcements
and live copy to 2500 television and radio stations.
(3) We have circulated approximately 27, 000 notices
to post offices, community action agencies, prisons,
employment service agencies, unemployment insurance
offices, probation officers, Action agencies, and veterans 1
counselors.
{4) During the past week, five Board members made
personal appearances in 15 cities, attracting substantial
coverage from the local media.
I have four reasons for my convi'ction that the Board's public information
campaign stimulated these applications. First, the Board's total
number of applications increased by a dramatic 207% from January 7
through January 27. During the same period, Department of Defense's
applications have grown to 3800 and Department of Justice's to 285.
This increase began immediately following the commencement of the
Board's public information effort.
Second, from a survey of a recent day's telephone inquiries, we discovered that over 90% of our eligible callers did not realize that they
could apply for clemency until after our public information campaign
had begun. Likewise, 90% learned of their eligibility only after hearing
or reading a bout our criteria in the media or on a notice we distributed
to a local agency.

;;;
...
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Third, we have undertaken efforts to reach target groups of
eligible persons, and each has drawn an irrunediate response. Our
direct mailings to civilians doubled our total civilian applications
within about a week --a few days before our first major increase
in military applications. Similarly, we have received a major
response from our other mailings.
Fourth, as other Board members and I met the public and the press
last week, we. encountered surprise when we explained that convicted
draft-offenders and ex-servicemen with bad discharges can apply for
clemency. The general impression, even among well-informed people,
is that the program is aimed only at draft-evade_rs and deserters in
exile. When the Board 1 s jurisdiction is explained, the entire clemency
program is better received.
Conclusions
The tripling of applications in twenty days is clearly attributable to
the impact of our public information campaign. We expect a total
of 5000 by January 31, and there is every reason to believe we can
reach a total of 10-20,000 in the next six months.
Our' success so far has demonstrated the extent to which eligible persons
never before realized that they qualify under your program. However,
it is unlikely that we can spread this information to more than a small
fraction of eligible persons by January 31. Much remains to be done.
For example, Department of Defense can begin in February to send
application kits to ex-servicemen whose service records indicate
that they are probably eligible to apply. Many other actions can and
should be taken to inform potential applicants. It would be unfortunate
if our final tally of applications were small only because most people
never knew they could apply.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 25, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JACK MARSH

SUBJECT:

. STATISTICS FOR RECONCILIATION ..
PROGRAM

The attached chart is submitted to you in accordance with your request
at the meeting with Chairman Goodell.

STATISTICS
RECONCILIATION PROGRAM
RATE OF RETURNEES PER WEEK

1'

NUMBER OF
APPLICANTS
PER WEEK

2,000

1, 000

1, 000

950*
Clemency Board

500

250

100
Department of Defense

. 50
12

0

DATE

35

3

~

14

3

-----L~============~::::::::::::::=:::::::=:=:::::::::~~========~~~D~e~p:a~rtment of Justice
September
16, 1974

December
9-15, 1974

January
11-17,1975

January
February
18-24, 1975 10-16,1975

February
17-23, 1975
*(1, 000 estimated applications
in unopened ~ail)

GERALD R. FORD LIBRARY

This form marks the file location of item number

1~

listed on the pink Withdrawal Sheet found at the front of th1s folder.
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PRECEDENCE
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TO:
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•

GPS _ _ _ __

LOX _ _ _ __

PAGES -~'2....;.,_

TTY _ _ _ __

CITE _ _ _ __

INFO:

RELEASED BY:

-

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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.

..

WhO.:A FJRM 8. 22 FEB 74

..

__

FINAL STATISTICS ON CLEMENCY PROGRAM

Presidential Clemency Board

Department of Defense

Department of Justice
Total

~~

The Presidential Clemency Board

Applications
Received

Total
Possible

Percent
%Total

17,

130,000

13%

5,376

10,500

50%

635

4,500

13%

23, 511

145,000

16%

soo~~

still counting applications.

~ ·.
+=~OIM

1)!c~ Cke"'~(

.

((.A c..\c:.. Q\1\ ~ RSL

Question
Now that your Clemency Program has ended, will you tell us how you
measure its success?

Answer
I believe the program was successful because it served the very purpose
for which it was initiated. That purpose was to offer an avenue of return
for those who had violated the law and wished to clear their records and
rejoin their families openly.
Through the Departments -of Defense and Justice, and the Presidential
Clemency Board, this offer was made to about 145,000 persons. Of
that total number, more than 23,500 persons (about 16%) have made
application, and I understand that the Clemency Board is still opening
mail. Therefore that figure will increase.

(4) 4/3/75

AprU Zl, 1971

MEMOllANDUW FOil:

PAUL O'NEILL

Fa OM:

JACX MAI\SH

laere do we ata. . oa. tile Clemeac Boarcl? Do
, _ feel tla1a ia OD track now
Ttaaab.

JOM/dl

JUL 3 0 1975-

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 28, 1975

TO:

RUSS ROURKE

THROUGH:

PHILIP BUCHE:r(f?w.13 •

FROM:

JAY

FREN~

This is in response to your note to Phil Buchen concerning General
Walt 1 s inquiry of July 23.
General Walt specifically inquired
11
11
whether (a) it is legal for the President to indicate that he will
give a. pardon and clemency discharge at some future point in time,
and whether (b) it is proper to use the word 11 clemency 11 to refer to
action taken by the President on the Board's recommendations.
With respect to inquiry (a), there is a mandatory and time consuming
review procedure by higher military authority of each conviction under
the U.C.M.J.
In several cases, the Presidential Clemency Board
completed its review of applications before military authorities had
completed review of the convictions.
Therefore, letters similar to
the one attached were sent to these applicants so that they might
begin alternate service immediately.
The letters were intended to
assure these persons that the President would implement the Board's
recommendations .!£..military authorities upheld the convictions. Since
the President has the authority to grant 11 reprieves and pardons 11 ,
it follows that he can agree to grant relief {clemency) a.t a future
time.
With respect to inquiry (b), the word "clemency 11 is a generic term
describing specific forms of relief which the President may grant
under Article II, Section 2, Clause 1 of the Constitution to those who
commit Federal offenses.
Thus, to grant a. 11 pardon" is to grant

2

nclemencyn.
However, these words are not interchangeable since
merely to indicate that "clemency" has been granted is not sufficiently descriptive to indicate whether relief is in the form of a
''pardon" or "commutation of sentence {reprieve. ) 11 Based on the
foregoing discussion, it is proper to use the word ''clemency" as
the Chairman has in his letter to Tyrone Graves.
Therein,
Chairman Goodell indicates that the Board has recommended Graves
for nconditional clemency" the particular form of which will be a
''pardon and clemency discharge. 11
I hope this response clears up any misunderstanding with respect
to these inquiries from General Walt.
However, please do not
hesitate to contact me further if we can be of further assistance.
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HIGH PRIORlTY

MEMORANDUM FOR:

September 10, 1975

JAMES CONNOR
PHILIP BUCHEN
ROBERT HARTMANN
MAX FRIEDERSDORF
_ ____,,.,.. J 0 HN MARSH

FROM:

WARREN RUSTAND(jj/(_

SUBJECT:

Recognition of The Clemency Board
as it Finishes its Work on September 15

We are tentatively proposing this for Monday, September 15.
Do yon concur '.Vith the proposal?

•
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 11, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR;

JACK MARSH

FROM;

RUSS ROURKE

R

For obvious reasons, I seriously question the wisdom of the
proposed reception and meeting referred to in Tropp's memo to
Nicholson. As I understand it, the Board is nowhere near completing its work. In view of the controversy that is rampant
within the Board itself, I think any such reception would be. a
farce. It may be appropriate for the President to meet with a
small representative group from the Board to receive their
general comments concerning the Board's final action and
report, and for the President to render any appropriate
response. I will check with Jay French and advise you of
his own personal recommendations in this regard.
~••r i:n nxina talil• "enual Walt at:illplat!t& te ge aheaa nitlz b:ts
press aeufereuce on Friel&); Saphwlnu li!'. He departs for an
extended trip to Korea on September 14.

tJO
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~· ._. ~ ~.~.

PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

20500

September 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

WILLIAM NICHOLSON

FROM:
Special Counsel
SUBJECT:

Scheduling Proposal: Presidential Reception
for Presidential Clemency Board

As I mentioned in our conversii,tion earlier today, the Presidential
Clemency Board will complete its work and go out of existence on
September 15. By that date, it will have processed 15,500 cases
and 5, 000 ineligible applications.
On behalf of the Board and its Chairman, I request that two meetings

be scheduled to mark the completion of the case resolution phase of
the President 1 s clemency program:
{i) A reception for the Board and the senior staff
(26 people), or alternatively perhaps a ceremonial
meeting in the Cabinet Room or the Oval Office, and
(ii) A brief meeting with the whole Clemency Board staff
{approximately 400), perhaps in the East Room. This
meeting might take place immediately upon the
adjournment of the reception.

Sim-ultaneously with these gatherings, the President may want to
release a statement marking the end of the clemency program, and
--noting the recent Gallup Poll and other surveys, and
congratulating the American people on t...l,.eir overwhelming (85o/o of those surveyed) acceptance back into
their communities of those who have earned re-entry
under his clemency program,
--thankbg the Board for having worked day and night for
the last 3 1/2 months in order to meet his target for
cas eload completion,

- 2 -

--noting that exactly one year ago he created a temporary
program and a new government organization within his
Office to administer it, and that the organization is
breaking precedent by getting its job done and going out
of existence within the deadline which he set for it, and
--affirming that, with the Board 1 s work completed, the
clemency/amnesty issue is now a dead letter and a part
of history. This particular wound of the Vietnam war is,
to the extent that it ever humanly can be, healed.
We will prepare a draft statement.
September 16, the day after the Board's completion of its work, is
the most appropriate date for the reception and the meeting with
the staff. The next three days of that week are second choice.

~
/2 ..,-

HOUSE
WASHINGTON

~ ~~

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

~~121975
PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD . j1, L
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D.C.
20500

September 11. 1975

MRMOR.Al~,FORy·Do~ R~eldA
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FROM:

rles E: Goodeli. Chairman

SUBJECT:

Statement for the President to Issue upon the Expiration
of the Presidential Clemency Board.

Attached is my proposed statement for the President to issue
on Monday in connection with the President'ial Clemency Board's
completion of its work.

cc:

Philip W. Buchen
John 0 Marsh
Ronald Nessen
James Connor

.

.

Draft Statement for the President

I am today signing an Executive Order terminating the Presidential
Clemency Board, which has completed its consideration of all
applications for clemency made to it. The Board has worked day
and night for the past 5 months in order to·meet the target of
September 15 which I set for it, and it has made recommendations
to me on approximately 15,500 cases. 5, 000 applications to it
proved to be from people ineligible for consideration under the
Proclamation which established the clemency program.
One year ago tomorrow, I established the Presidential Clemency
Board as a temporary organization within the White House, in order
to carefully consider on a case-by-case basis whether applicants
to it ought to be granted clemency, and on what terms. As I had
intended, the Board gave careful attention to each individual case,
and did not simply recommend blanket amnesty for whole categories
of applicants.
The Board considered its cases under a set of regulations which
guaranteed scrupulous fairness and due process for each applicant.
At the same time, in its overall pattern of decisions, the Board has
ensured that the decisions of the military justice system were
respected and that military discipline has been maintained. Constantly,
in thinking about every application it faced, the Board remembered
the sacrifices made by our veterans who went into combat in Vietnam,
who died, and who suffered grievous wounds for their country.
I am proud that the Board is breaking governmental precedent by
getting its job done and going out of existence within the deadline
set for it.
It seems to me critical that. the American people understand that
although there are cases of clemency which have been granted to
those who conscientiously opposed the war in Vietnam, most of the
clemency cases have turned out to have nothing to do with opposition
to the war. By and large, they involve family hardship cases and
cases in which former servicemen fought well in Vietnam, and then
cracked under the strain after they had completed their duty in the
combat zone. They were generally unsophisticated, uneducated,
inarticulate people who just did not know the proper channels when
they ran into dying parents, sick children, deserting spouses, or
just plain emotional problems.

- 2 -

These are not at all the kind of people whom, we, as a nation, pictured
as the stereotype draft evader or deserter. These are, rather,
unfortunates who have shown that they are willing to fulfill their
obligation to their country by doing alternative service, and whom
we should accept back into their communities. Where they are
former servicemen with a Clemency Discharge, I hope that
·neighbors and employers will treat them as ordinary people who
have earned their re-entry into their community, who have earned
the privilege of being treated just the same as anyone else.
I ask the business communityl' particularly the small businessmen
and the manufacturers who will employ most of these people, for
their help in this.
I am gratified to note that the recent Gallup Poll shows, consistently
with other surveys, that 85% of the American people will welcome
back into their communities those who have earned re-entry under
the clemency program. I am especially pleased to note that veterans
in general, and Vietnam veterans in parti.cular, have overwhelmingly
indicated that they intend to accept clemency recipients back.
It is this generous reaction of the American people, and particularly
of those most intimately acquainted with the Vietnam war, which
will make the clemency program a success in healing the divisions
generated by the war, and in consigning the clemency/amnesty issue
to the pages of history•
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SEP 12 1975
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

JIM CANNON
DICK CHENEY
PAUL THEIS
/
JACK MARSH vr
RON NESSEN
PAUL H. O'NEILL

~~

{/A

Attached is a draft fact sheet/Q&A package regarding
termination of the Clemency Board.
These ma·terials have been checked for factual accuracy
and cleared by DOD, DOJ, Selective Service, Clemency
Board, and OMB.
Your views on substance and tone are necessary additions.
I propose that Paul Theis circulate through his normal
process in order to get this into final form.

Attachments:
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FACT SIJEET
PRESIDENTIAL CLEI'lENCY BOARD TRANSITION
The President has today issued Executive Order
terminating the
Presidential Clemency Board operations and delegating residual administrative responsibilities to the Department of Justice and the
~elective Service.
Background
On September 16, 1974, the President issued a proclamation and Executive Orders establishing a program of clemency for draft evaders and
military deserters to co~mence immediately.
The program for the return of Viet11am-era draft evaders and military deserters was formulated
to permit these individuals to return to American society •dithout risk
of criminal prosecution or incarceration for qualifying offenses if
they acknowledge their allegiance to the United States and agree to
serve a period of alternate civilian service, when required as a condition of clemency.
The Presidential Clemency Board was comprised of eighteen private
citizens designated by the President with former Senator Charles E.
Goodell as Chairman.
The Board reviewed the records of two kinds of
applicants. First, those convicted of a draft evasion offen se committed between the date of the Tonkin Gulf Resolution (August 4, 1964)
and the date of withdrawal of United States troops (March 28, 1973).
Second, those who received a punitive or undesirable discha r ge from
the armed forces because of a military absentee offense committed
during the Vietnam era or were serving sentences of confinement for
such violations.
The Board \vas empmvered to make recommendatio ns to
the President on a case-by-case basis either granting or denying
clemency.
In the absence of aggravating factors, the Clemency Board
was expected to recommend clemency.
\\lhen appropriate, the Board could recommend clemency condi tion ec1 upon
the performance of some alternate service, to be performed under the
auspices of the Director of the Selective Service.
In the case of a military deserter, the Board could also recomme nd
that a clemency discharge be substituted for a punitive or undesirable
discharge.
The Clemency Board 's recommendations to the Preside nt took
the form of a pardon, or a clemency discharge with and without conditions of alternate service requirements.
Military deserters and draft evaders who had not heen discharged or
convicted did not apply to the Presidential Clemency Board but reported
to their milita ry department or the Department of Justice.
There they
were relieved of punishment contingent upon taking an oath o f allegiance
and fulfillment of alternate service requi rements .
The deadline for all applicants to apply for clemency was originally
set for January 31 , 1975, but was extended to March 31, 1975, to
respond to the h eavy volume of applications r e ceived after the
original dai::.e .
(more )

(OVER)
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The Clemency noard was charged to compl e te its reviews and .re c~mmenda 
tions to the President by Septe mbe r 15, 1975 on those appl1c at1ons
received by the March 31, 1975 d e a d line.
Accomplishments of the Board
The record_ of t..fl:t::Pres..i.G~i~ ..Cle.m..~n£Y. Bo a rd reflects a
uccessfu -::;:,
C'0111Pl-e'Eion o f the Board's r cspon si b i li t i c.0lith in t he d ead 1ne date
'\. ~ -September -i:-5-, ±9-1.5-.The Board received approximately 21,500 applications and requests
for clemency.
Of these applicants, approximately 5,000 did not qualify for the
program.
The remaining approximately 15,500 cases have all been reviewed by
the Board and recommendations made for Presidential consideration.
Approximately six percent of the total cases reviewed by the Board
resulted in recommendations for denial of the applicant's request
for clemency.
Of the total, roughly 43 percent of the cases were recommended for
clemency conditional on fulfillment of alternate service for an
average of six months.
The remaining 51 percent of the cases were recommended for pardons.
Effects of Program

Expedit~s actiOn by the Board has enabled thousands of persons convicteo of dra~t evasion or desertion to return to the mainstream of
American society.
Many thousands who vTere recommended for clemency
can choose to fulfill alternate service requirements and cause less
than honorable discharges to be converted to clemency discharges,
while working in areas that contribute, belatedly, to the betterment
of their community and the country.
The maximum length of alternate
service is two years.
In prescribing the length of alternate service .
in individual cases, honorable service rendered prior to desertion,
penalties already paid under law for the offense, and other mitigating
factors were taken into account to ensure equity of treatment among
those participating in the program.
The Director of Selective Service
has the responsibility to find or approve alternate service jobs for
those who agree to t .h e conditional provisions and report for assignment.
Determining factors in selecting suitable jobs are:
Contributes to national health, safety or interest;
Non-interference with the competitive labor market;
Compensation is comparable to that received by another employee
utilizing the same skills and occupying the same position;
Utilizes any applicant's special skills, where possible.
~?llow-Up

Activities Related to Presidential Clemency Board Activities

·.y applications for executive clemency, as to which the Presidential
Cl emency Board has not taken final action shall be transferred, tog e ther with the files related· thereto, to the Attorney General.
(more}
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The Attorney General, with respect to , the applications and related
files trans£errcd to him by Section 2 of this Order, shall take all
actions appropriate or necessary to complete the clemency process
and shall expeditiously report to the President his findings and
recommendations as to whether executive clemency should be granted
or denied in any case.
In performing his responsibilities under this
Order, the Attorney General shall apply the relevant. criteria and
comply with the appropriate and applicable instructions and procedures
established by Executive Order No. 11803 of September 16, 1974, as
amended, Proclamation No. 4313 of September 16, 1974, as amended,
Executive Order No. 11804 of September 16, 1974, and, to the extent
that he deems appropriate, the regulations of the Presidential
Clemency Board and the Selective Service System issued pursuant to
the foregoing Executive Orders.

#.

#

#

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q.

Exactly what does the Executive Order do?

A.

The Executive Order terminates the Clemency Board operations and
delegates authority for carryover functions of the Presidential
Clemency Board after September 15 to the Department of Justice.

Q.

Will the Clemency Board meet after September 15?

A.

No.
The Board has completed all actions on cases available for
its review and has completed its final report to the President.

Q.

Were files used by the Presidential Clemency Board made available
to other agencies such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation?

A.

No. The policy of the Presidential Clemency Board was that no
records under any circumstances were to be released to any other
Federal agency or other inquirers.
I understand that inadvertently
one record was released to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Q.

Were files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation or other intel-·
ligence agencies made available to · the Presidential Clemency Board?

A.

Yes .
The Presidential Clemency Board was assisted in performing
its functions by~the Federal Bureau of Investigation, various
police departments in obtaining necessary information to properly
review applications for clemency .

Q.

What security measures were taken to ptotect applicant ' s files
from unauthorized use?

A.

Normal security measures were taken to protect the confidentiality
. of applicant 1 s files and records .

Q.

If a person does not fulfill . his alternate service requirements,
is he subject to a new liability or merely the original charge
against him?

A.

Those persons who have received pardons conditioned upon the
performance of alternate service and who fail to fulfill their
alternate service requirements will not be subject to any new
liability or to the underlying charge against them.
With respect
to the military deserter \vho signs \<lith the Secretary of the
Department of the Armed Forces in which he served and thereby
receives an undesirable discharge , if that individual breaks the
agreement, he is not subject to prosecution on the underlying
charge.
On the other hand, the unindicted draft evader who signs
an agreement with the u.s. Attorney and who breaks the agreement
is subject to prosecution on the underlying charge.

Q.

I understand that in some cases in which clemency was granted
included persons presently serving jail terms.
Is that so?

A.

Offenses other than draft evasion-and desertion were not within
the jurisdiction of the Clemency Board.
In determining the merits
of each application, aggravating factors such as conviction for
other offenses co~~itted prior or subsequent to the offense of
evasion or desertion were taken into account by the Board.
Clemency Board recommendations apply only to the offense of
desertion or draft evasion.
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A.

The Director of the Selective Service is responsible for assi~ning
applicants to suitable jobs. Most will be placed in the type of
job for \vhich i t is norm;:)lly di .r.ficul t to find ap,,lican ts such as
in service jobs in hospitals, charitable organizations, etc.
Genera lly, these jobs are in the lower range of pay.
Many will
be permitted to work in volunteer services in additiort to their
regular employment if necessary to support familie .

Q.

What \·muld the Presideat' s reaction be to a congressional action
to provide amnesty to all deserters and draft evaders who did
not take advantage of the clemency program by the deadline date?

A.

'l.,he President is committed to the concept of justice on the side
of leniency and mercy , but he has also promised to work within
the existing system of military and civilian law and the precedents
set by his predecessors who faced similar post-war situations,
among them Abraham Lincoln and Harry S. Truma11.
He would be
opposed to total amnesty.

Q.

What did it co st to process the approximately 21,500 cases reviewed
by the Clemency Board?

A.

The budget provided for the Board was $521,000 plus legal and
clerical staff from varjous other Federal agencies.

Q.

vJhat type of people applied for the program?

A.

Most of those offenders who applied for clemency consisted of
persons classjfied as low income, from rural areas, having a low
educational level and had mitigating factors such as family hardships during his service.

Q.

How many of the total applicants actually served in Vietnam?

A.

Twenty-four percent of the total applications received served some
period of time in Vietnam.
As a matter of fact , many of these
individuals received decorations while in Vjctnam.
As of Sept. 15 how many cases have been heard by the Board.

Q.
A.

The Board has reviewed all 15,500 cases. Of the· 15,500 approximately
900 arc "IIard Cases". The~;e are cases where information related to
applicants has not yet been available or has been found n?t t? exist .
These 900 cases will be transferred to the Department of Just1ce who
will continue to search for the necessary information to prepare a case.

Q.

How many cases have been fon1arded to the \vhi te House for signature ,
and how many have actually been signed.

A.

Approximately 6981 cases have been forwarded for signature. Of the 6,9811
2,402 have been signed.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Septer.nber 13, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

RUSS ROURKE

FROM:

JACK

You r.nay want to get a copy of the r.ne
fror.n General Walt
into the President's Readiri.g,File before he does the event.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 12, 197 5

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM TO:

PHIL BUCHEN
JACK MARSH~
JIM CONNOR
DICK CHENEY

FROM:

RUSS ROURKEt.,

General Walt called me again this morning to make one final comment
with regard to the wrap-up of the Clemency Board.
He has agreed to cancel the press conference he had scheduled for
today and to reject the invitation he had to be a guest on "Meet the
Press". He has, however, met with a number of veterans organizations and newspaper and magazine reporters concerning what he feels
are the "excesses" of the Board. In brief, it is General Wa.a..
lt._'...,s~v...,ie.::.;"'w''-----
that the majority of the Board is cornmited to a program of general
amnesty and that the actions of the Board, thus far, have been an effective precursor to that end.
In the best interests of the President, General Walt simply suggests
that the President do nothing and say nothing that would be interpreted
as an endorsement of the actions taken by the Board. Walt is convinced
that a number of reporters, having been briefed by him and others, are
prepared to pounce on the Board, once its final report is made public.
If the President endorses the actions of the Board, they will turn on him
with equal vigor.
General Walt is interested in seeing to it that the President does not
place himself in a vulnerable position.
For the above reasons, it is suggested that no statement be released
by the President, or in his behalf, at the conclusion of the .Board's work.
Secondly, General Walt advises against the scheduling of any reception
for the members of the Board and the detailees who worked with the Board.

(,:· __

i'o'Ri,~He agreed that a meeting with the President for a small representative

......,_

t~ group from the Board was a practical, if not unavoidable, necessity.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Septennber 15, 1975

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS

FROM:

Rick Tropp -- Pageboy

ROURKE~

In answer to your inquiry, Bill Gulley advises nne that a pageboy
was not issued to Rick Tropp. He nnust have borrowed someone
else's pageboy or he could have been utilizing a pageboy that was
in the possession of sonneone else with whom Tropp was visiting.
FYI: The PCB staff have reported the loss of three portable
tape recorders.

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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THE: WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 18, 1975

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM TO:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE

1?.,

Jack, because of our previously expressed interest in the
actions of the Clemency Board personnel, Bill Gulley called
to advise me of some difficulties that were encountered in
connection with the 2 1/2 day Camp David "retreat" for Clemency
Board staff. Gulley reports that they stole towels, ash trays
and the Presidential seal off of the President's golf cart. They
used up more than $400 worth of shells shooting skeet, and,
despite a request not to use the clay tennis courts (which were
wet due to a recent rain), they did so, resulting in a requirement
for somewhat extensive repair work on the courts.
FYI, Gulley is giving Don Rwnsfeld a memo on the above.

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 29, 1975
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lv1EMORANDUM FOR THE HONORA.BLE EDVU\RD H. LEVI
Attorney General
Department of Justice
FROM:

CHARLES E. GOOD ELL
Chairman
Presidential Clemency Board

SUBJECT:

Transfer of Residual Presidential Clen1ency
Board Functions to the Department ~£ Justice
1

I

, I

I

'I
Since it ~s supported by the Unanticipa.tt;!d Personnel Needs ; Fund of
the White House Office, the Presidential Clemency ~card (PCB) i.~
· statutorily ba1·red from entering into new obligations after September 15,
one year from the date of its creation. The President has directed·
that the Board complete the disposition of cl~mency applications by ·
September 15, and the Board will meet that target. \Ve will have
processed 15,500 cases and 5, 000 ineligible applications.
•

Although the Board will have completed case dispositi0n ·by~ September 15,
several residual functions remain. Our staffs and that of O:tv1B have
agreed that those frmctions should be transferred to the Department of
Justice. A number of open questions with respect to the transition remain,
however, and you· and I need to reach a resolution of those questions.

-I

I

I.

I
I

·i'
I.

l

1-·-··

J. Exercise of Resirh.!?.l Discretion in Reco::1sideration ·
Cases Triggered by Presentation of New Facts
Under the PCB regulations, an applicant has the right to petition for
reconsider-ation of his case for thirty days after Board disposition,
should the applicant present new facts material to the_disposition of
his application and not previously available to the Board. The Board's
recorrune:ndations are not forwarded to the President until after that
-thirty-day period has run.

An applicant also ).s grant~d, by the :regulations, entitlement toreconsideration within thirty days after the President's decision on his
case, provided that the applicant presents new materi_a l facts not
previously c>.vailable for good cause.

\
L

- 2 -

Those two reconsideration periods will not :• -tvt: rur. !:.y Se_;·.<;G1.•J ~r: 15~
and the administrative processing of applications will the...-·E'torP oc
be com.plete.

..

I

If it would be helpful to you, the Board has indicated its willingness to
meet., as unpaid consultants to you, to resolve reconsideration petitions.
Such a meeting probably would be for one day, and could take place
immediately prior to November 1. If the Board m.embers themselves
resolve these residual cases, the President will be assured that decisions c>.re made with m;:l.xinmm cons~aten-:.y with .iJ.d~r cases.

\
The critical remaining exerCise of discretion after September 15-,.will
relate to cases in which a local Selective Service board rules that an
~pplicant either has not d>1npleted the prescribed period of alternative
service, or did not make a good faith effol;'t to find an alternative
service job, and in which the applicant alleges either that he did
indeed complete the period or did make a good faith effort. The
question presented then is whether, notwithstanding that Selective
Service alleges failuxe to complete alternative s·ervice for no good
cause, the conditions attached to the President's grant of conditional
clemency will be considered by the Department to have been met.
l

I
J

This is much more than a ministerial function. The Department must
elect either to certify or not to certify the applicant as deserving of
the pardon which the President has granted him conditionally. The
Board has faced several such cases already.

·1

I

The Board is very concerned that this exercise of discretion be informed
by careful attention to each individual case in which a conflict arises
between the applicant and his local board, and that the officials who make
the discretionary decisions on your behalf have the organizational
strength and resources to override the determination of a local board
if the facts of a particular case warrant that.
We "\vould feel most reassured on this point if you chose to place this
residual discretionary authority--and the appropriate staff to work on
tORo (~.such cases- -in the Immediate Office of the Attorney General, rathe_
r
~'than in the Office of the Pardon Attorney. I expect that the nu...-·nber of
>·
""such cases will be stnall, and that the exercise of this function can b~.
~
organizationally divorced from completion of the residual administrative
task~ if you choose to house those in the Office of the Pardon Attorney.
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